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Introduction

Method

Main Results

IDEA (2004) mandates that young children with
disabilities are served in least restrictive environments. At
the preschool level, this often equates to inclusive general
education classrooms. Originally, Maria Montessori
developed her educational approach with children with
disabilities (Montessori, 1967). Montessori and nonMontessori general education early childhood teachers
were surveyed about their attitudes towards including
children with disabilities and providing access in their
classrooms. Research has shown a relationship between
teachers’ attitudes and behaviors in the classroom
(Triandis, 1971). This research was also an effort to
understand the extent to which Montessori teachers view
inclusion as part of the Montessori method.

Online Survey
• 77 items, 33 questions
• Items included: Likert-type items, multiple-choice, and
open-ended questions
• about teachers’ perceptions and practices of inclusion

Differences Between Groups

Participants
• Montessori teachers (early childhood 3-6 Montessoricredentialed with a minimum of a B.A.) accessed
through the state’s Montessori conference, and
through listservs and social networking
• NonMontessori teachers (early childhood statecertified teachers with a minimum of a B.A.) accessed
through the state board of education’s list of certified
teachers
Demographics of Teachers
Montessori

NonMontessori

N
Mean age

82
46

168
42

Age range

27-68

25-63

Age SD

11.387

10.498

Mean years’ experience 13
teaching

13

Experience range

1-20

2-20

Experience SD

6.514

6.132

100%

What are Montessori and non-Montessori early childhood
teachers’ views on the components of access?

20%

Std. Error
Mean

.54445

.04291

Montessori

1.8402

.68518

.08019

73

Similarities Between Groups
Both groups reported similar frequencies for:
Use of Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
(unmatched t-test)
Mean

Std.
Deviation

NonMontessori 168

1008.9959

2877.29529 221.98815

Montessori

1846.8058

3760.92151 420.48381

Montessori

•

N

80

Std. Error
Mean

The use of UDL was similar for Montessori and
NonMontessori teachers (p<0.05).

Supports within their School for Inclusion
(unmatched t-test)

42% 39%

36%

0%
Had experience
teaching students
with disabilities

Montessori

Had a family
member with a
disability

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

NonMontessori
Montessori

156
71

4.7324
4.7007

.37148
.43429

.02974
.05154

Barriers and Feelings of Inclusion
The items within these constructs were not reliable
enough in coefficient levels to warrant their use in a
construct for further analysis.

Thoughts

Attitudes

Feelings

Actions

teachers’ feelings
about inclusion
teachers’ behavior
in inclusive
classrooms

(Triandis, Adamopoulous, & Brinberg, 1984)
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The results of this study regarding the positive inclusive
attitudes of early childhood teachers are encouraging.
This study is a first step in understanding inclusion with
Montessori teachers.

For practice, Montessori teachers have indicated their
willingness to include children with disabilities. However,
their knowledge of techniques to support students with
disabilities is limited, indicating that more professional
development may be needed for Montessori teachers on
inclusive practices.

NonMontessori

Constructs Measured
teachers’ thoughts
about inclusion

Summary
This is the first known study on the topic of inclusion
which directly compares early childhood teachers with
Montessori credentials and teachers with other
credentials. Results from this study are consistent with
existing studies on the Montessori-only population
(Epstein, 1997; 1998), where Montessori teachers
indicated positive attitudes towards including students
with special needs in their classrooms.

For research, furthering this study through an exploratory
qualitative study could provide a deeper understanding of
the factors influencing Montessori teachers’ attitudes
towards inclusion.

Professional Development Compared
Measuring Attitudes

Differences
There are differences between Montessori and
NonMontessori teachers regarding inclusion. Differences
in “knowledge about inclusion” could be due to prior
special education coursework and teacher preparation
programs. NonMontessori teachers, on average, have
more than three college courses completed in special
education, whereas, Montessori teachers often indicated
that they had no special education college coursework
but rather a workshop or seminar on the topic.

Future Directions

Montessori

The supports were similar for Montessori and
NonMontessori teachers (p<0.05)

62%

Had a masters as
highest degree
earned

Std.
Deviation

2.2381

N

Knowledge was significantly different (p<0.05).
Montessori teachers rated themselves as significantly
less knowledgeable about inclusion than nonMontessori
teachers.

support2345

40%

What are Montessori and non-Montessori early childhood
teachers’ attitudes towards inclusion of young students
with disabilities in their classrooms?

Mean

NonMontessori 161

Montessori
know123

82%

60%

Research Questions

Knowledge about Inclusion (unmatched t-test)

useUNICLAS
Save

99%

80%

Discussion

Special Education courses or workshops
N items

50%

Use of universal design with students with
disabilities
Use of universal design with entire class

13*

40%

13*

30%

Knowledge of inclusion and access components

3*

Supports for Inclusion

4*

Barriers for Inclusion

8

Feelings about inclusion

11

10%
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41%

25%

20%

0%
* Because of their strong reliability, item groups with significant Cronbach’s alpha
and factor analysis factor loadings were each transformed into new variables
based on mean scores, in order to use as single dependent variables for t-tests
and correlations.

42%

23%
19%

15%

12%
6%

5%

1%

7%4%

more than 4 3-4 college 1-2 college only related no SPED
college
courses
courses seminars or training
courses
workshops
Montessori
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